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Figure 1: (a) The availability of input data: full field of view of the Meteosat-8 satellite, the currently processed area inside it
and the coverage of Roshydromet radars. (b) IR-097 (infrared channel) from the Meteosat-8 satellite imagery. (c) Total cloud
water (cloud liquid water + cloud ice) from the GFS model of the atmosphere. (d) Our reconstruction of the precipitation field.
ABSTRACT
Precipitation nowcasting is a short-range forecast of rain/snow (up
to 2 hours), often displayed on top of the geographical map by the
weather service. Modern precipitation nowcasting algorithms rely
on the extrapolation of observations by ground-based radars via
optical flow techniques or neural network models. Dependent on
these radars, typical nowcasting is limited to the regions around
their locations. We have developed a method for precipitation now-
casting based on geostationary satellite imagery and incorporated
the resulting data into the Yandex.Weather precipitation map (in-
cluding an alerting service with push notifications for products in
the Yandex ecosystem), thus expanding its coverage and paving the
way to a truly global nowcasting service.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Even in themodernworld, urban residents are dependent onweather
conditions outside their homes. Plans and activities of a significant
part of the population are influenced by temperature and precipita-
tion. Just as ancient people were limited by environmental condi-
tions when planning a hunt, modern people plan their everyday and
weekend activities around the probability of rain or cloudiness. Var-
ious weather forecast services display major weather parameters,
such as temperature, intensity and type of precipitation, cloudiness,
humidity, pressure, and wind direction and speed. These services
include information on the current weather conditions, operational
predictions for up to 2 hours (which is called nowcasting), medium-
range forecasts for up to 10 days, and extended range weather
prediction for several months. Yandex.Weather is a major weather
forecasting provider in Russia, with approximately 5 million daily
active users and a monthly audience exceeding 24 million unique
cross-device users as estimated by Yandex.Radar in December 2018
[36].
A major part of this service is the precipitation map introduced
in late 2016: this product combined weather radar data with neural
network-based super-short-term precipitation forecasting (further
nowcasting) to provide a house-level map of predicted precipita-
tion for two hours into the future with 10-minute intervals. The
quality of this product allows providing personal and human un-
derstandable notifications to users, like "rain will start in half an
hour in the place you are heading, don’t forget your umbrella". The
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popularity of this feature can be estimated from Google Trends
[34], where searches for the Russian-language term "karta osad-
kov" (translated as "precipitation map" and the exact term used on
the Yandex.Weather website) were only 10 times less frequent than
searches for "weather map" in English globally in summer 2018
(Figure 2).
Figure 2: Ratio of weekly interest in "karta osadkov" (Rus-
sian for precipitation map) to the interest in "weather map"
worldwide, according to Google Trends. The precipitation
map feature was released in late autumn of 2016, and be-
came popular the next summer, with the highest peaks of
user interest corresponding to the dates of severe thunder-
storms in the Moscow region.
The data from the precipitation map is also used to adjust the
current weather conditions (sunny, cloudy, rainy, snowy, etc.) as
displayed on the main Yandex.Weather website. Partners of Yan-
dex.Weather such as the main Yandex.ru portal and Yandex.Maps,
as well as offline users of radio and television, also rely on these
data, at least doubling the effective audience of our precipitation
nowcasting product.
This user interest is unsurprising, given that classic weather fore-
casting methods involve numerical modeling of the atmosphere
and cannot provide the exact rain locations (called precipitation
fields) on time scales required to determine, for example, which half
of the city will be affected by rain in the next hour. Furthermore,
traditional weather forecasting provides information at hourly res-
olution, which makes it difficult to distinguish the intervals without
rain in the case of brief heavy precipitation. Furthermore, people
often need a direct answer to a simple question: When will it start
(or stop) raining? The answer should look like "heavy rain will start
in 10 minutes and will last for 30 minutes".
Traditional numerical weather prediction (NWP) models are con-
strained in prediction strength for a precipitation event in a specific
location at a specific time. At the same time, radar extrapolation
products are suitable for accurate precipitation field movement dur-
ing the first couple of hours, but they fail to predict precipitation
due to a physical processes. Thus, the main trend in modern now-
casting is to combine high resolution radar data with traditional
NWP models [31].
However, these radar-based precipitation products are constrained
by radar locations and thus poorly scalable. The radars themselves
are expensive, their installation depends on agreements with local
government and populace, and their operation requires trained
service personnel. In the case of Russia, the coverage is particularly
poor due to the large size of the country and nonuniform population
distribution, with many remote regions lacking the infrastructure
to operate the radar facility. Similar problems arise for many devel-
oping countries with a large population in need of weather services,
but no infrastructure to support radar networks.
The aim of this study is to implement a practical system for pre-
cipitation nowcasting based on satellite imagery and NWP products.
In broad terms, we aim to recreate the precipitation fields obtained
from radars using satellite data and then supply nowcasting on
a much larger territory using the same model or a similar one to
make predictions. The final verification of our system is obtained
by ccomparing predicted precipitation with ground-based weather
stations. The main target regions with little to no radar coverage are
the Siberian and Ural federal districts of Russia, with a combined
population of about 30 million.
2 DATA SOURCES
The input data requirements set by precipitation nowcasting differ
from the requirements of NWP. These requirements include good
spatial and temporal resolution, direct measurement of rainfall,
and global coverage. No single source can provide all the desired
properties, so sources must be combined.
Weather stations record direct observations of precipitation. Ac-
cording to the SYNOP protocol [21], the accumulated precipitation
should be measured and reported once every 12 hours. While most
weather stations report weather conditions more frequently (usu-
ally every 3 hours), this is still not enough for nowcasting, due
to lack of both spatial and temporal information for generating
high-resolution fields.
The primary source of high-resolution precipitation fields is
radar observations. The Russian network of ground-based DMRL-C
radars is operated by the Federal Service for Hydrometeorology and
Environmental Monitoring of Russia (Roshydromet) [37]. These
are C-band Doppler effect radars that measure the reflectivity and
radial velocity of raindrops in the atmosphere. A single radar ob-
serves a circular area with a radius of up to 250 km around the
radar position and 10 km above the ground, with the accuracy gen-
erally decreasing with distance. The radar echo in the atmosphere
can be converted to precipitation over the surface using the Mar-
shallâĂŞPalmer relation [18]. The resolution of the reconstructed
precipitation field is 2× 2 km, and scanning is repeated with a time
step of ten minutes. The main disadvantage of radar data is the
limited coverage, particularly outside of the developed and densely
populated areas of Europe and North America. Most of the radars
in the Russian network are located in the western part of country.
Another source of precipitation measurements are the radars
and sensors mounted on low Earth orbit satellites. These satellites
scan a narrow band below the orbital path over the Earth’s surface,
and the coverage is global in the sense that every location within a
certain range of latitudes will be scanned eventually, but the time
span between consecutive passes of a single satellite can be very
large. NASA and JAXA operate the Global Precipitation Measure-
ments (GPM) mission [29], which is a constellation of around 10
operational satellites that provides global precipitation coverage
from 65ÂřS to 65ÂřN with 3-hour temporal resolution.
Geostationary satellites are also commonly used for weather
observation. The position on the geostationary orbit (35,786 km
right above the equator) allows the satellite to match the Earth’s
rotation period and effectively hang over some point of the planet’s
equator, leading to uninterrupted observation of the clouds for a
wide area across the entire visible Earth disk. However, the only
possible cloud and precipitation detection instrument for such alti-
tudes is a high resolution imager, which provides snapshots in the
visible and infrared spectrum. Accurate detection of precipitation
based on these images is a challenging task. Section 3.1 provides a
review of previous works on the subject, none of which provides a
level of accuracy appropriate for a user-facing product aiming to
alert users about precipitation probability within 10 minutes.
In this work we have used data from the Meteosat-8 satellite
operated by EUMETSAT. The satellite is located over the Indian
Ocean at a longitude of 41.5Âř, covering the Western part of Russia
and Europe. The satellite provides scans of the Earth’s surface with
the SEVIRI instrument [3] in 12 channels (spectral range 0.4âĂŞ1.6
µm for 4 visible/NIR channels and 3.9âĂŞ13.4 µm for 8 IR channels).
The spatial resolution is 3 km per pixel with 3712 × 3712 pixels for
the visible area of Earth. Full scanning of Earth takes 15 minutes.
In this paper, we describe a precipitation nowcasting system
based on both radar and satellite data, and on NWP models. We
design a novel approach to the precipitation detection problem and
demonstrate its accuracy.
3 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we provide a review of related work. The main
components of our pipeline are covered in two mostly disjoint
bodies of work, so we divide this section into two corresponding
parts.
3.1 Precipitation detection
Global and uninterrupted coverage makes geostationary satellite
imagery a desirable source for the precipitation nowcasting al-
gorithm. The satellite does not observe the rain directly, so the
precipitation data have to be extracted with some sort of heuristic
or machine learning algorithm, in the form of precipitation estima-
tion (regression) or precipitation detection (binary classification).
In this paper, we focus on precipitation detection formulation.
Absorption and scattering of light in the atmosphere is directed
by well-known physical laws, thus a heuristic for precipitation
detection can be deduced from a model of the atmosphere. This
approach was implemented as a multi-sensor precipitation estimate
(MPE) in [9]. The MPE algorithm is limited to convective rain, and
will therefore produce incorrect results in areas with other forms of
precipitation. This situation is especially critical for middle and high
latitudes, where convective precipitation is common only in the
summer season when heating of the surface leads to convection and
formation of cumulonimbus clouds with strong rainfall showers.
Over a significant period of the year, frontal precipitation activities
Figure 3: The proportion of rainy intervals over the compos-
ited radar image, obtained by averaging the radar data over
the time axis. Nonuniformity of the image is partially influ-
enced by variations in climate (rain is less frequent in the
southern regions in the bottom of the picture), but the most
prominent features include dim sectors and fading toward
the edge of the radars’ field of view, caused by occlusions
of precipitation by tall buildings, mountains or the curva-
ture of the Earth. The black contour demarcates the terri-
tory within 200 km of the radars where the data is the most
reliable.
are caused by cyclonic movement and processes over warm and
cold fronts. The MPE algorithm usually misses these processes.
The precipitation properties (PP) algorithm [24] implements a
more sophisticated version of a physics-based heuristic, combining
input data of NWP models, physical properties of clouds, and satel-
lite measurements. The radar observations are used to calibrate
the parameters of the algorithm. Because the retrieval of physi-
cal cloud properties is based on satellite observations at visible
wavelengths, the precipitation properties are only retrieved during
daylight hours.
Simple machine learning algorithms were compared across de-
cision trees, neural networks, and SVMs [20]. Training and test
sets were obtained using pixel-wise splits, ignoring the smoothness
of atmospheric phenomena in time and space, which may have
lead to overfitting. Day, twilight, and night were studied separately,
with the best results in daytime conditions. A more sophisticated
approach, fully-connected stacked denoising autoencoder, was also
applied to the precipitation detection problem [33]. The unsuper-
vised training procedure of the autoencoder minimizes overfitting,
but comparisons with other architectures are not provided.
Input features Satellite imagery, GFS fields,solar altitude, topography
Ground truth Binarized radar measurements
Model UNet
Loss function Binary crossentropy + Dice loss
Evaluation measure F1 score
Table 1: Summary of our precipitation detection approach.
From the machine learning point of view, precipitation detection
is similar to the problem of semantic segmentation, in the sense that
the input is amultichannel image and the output is assigned to every
pixel. In recent years, convolutional neural networks have been the
state-of-the-art solution for semantic segmentation [17, 25], so it is
natural to apply the same approaches for precipitation detection.
Convolutional neural networks have been successfully applied
to a variety of satellite image processing tasks, such as road extrac-
tion [19, 32, 39] and building detection [14]. Public challenges [8, 13]
brought a lot of attention to the topic, and a variety of architectures,
preprocessing and postprocessing techniques were tried.
Still, the scope of architectures used for aerial image processing
is much smaller compared to the semantic segmentation datasets
such asMicrosoft COCO[16] or Cityscapes[7]. A typical problem for
these datasets is the occurrence of objects of the same class on dif-
ferent scales, creating an opportunity for multiscale approaches[40].
These approaches are less relevant to precipitation detection and
other satellite imagery processing tasks because the distance be-
tween the sensor and the surface of the Earth is usually known,
and the less sophisticated models such as UNet [25] and fully-
convolutional ResNet [23] are still relevant.
3.2 Nowcasting
Precipitation nowcasting is usually performed in two steps through
the extrapolation of radar observations[4, 5, 35]. First, the wind is
estimated by comparing two or more precipitation fields as seen
by radar. The techniques developed for this task in meteorology
generally match the optical flow estimation algorithms developed
in computer vision. During the second step, the precipitation field
is moved along the estimated directions of the wind.
The new approach to nowcasting with a convolutional recurrent
neural network (Conv-LSTM) was first proposed by [27] and then
improved in [28]. The neural network introduces a new level of
complexity to the algorithm, but it predicts rainfall more accurately
because it can, in theory, account for the typical radar artifacts and
emergence or vanishing of precipitation areas. On the other hand,
vanishing is the most noticeable among these processes and it can
easily be accounted for by adding basic filtering to the optical flow
approach.
4 PRECIPITATION DETECTION
An outline of our approach to precipitation detection is presented
in Table 1. The main components of our pipeline are described in
detail below.
4.1 Preprocessing
The data preparation pipeline consists of a series of steps to elimi-
nate the differences between the two domains.
Radar preprocessing. First, the radar observations that were ob-
tained further than 200 km from the radar are considered unreliable
and are discarded. Then observations from different radars have
to be aggregated on a single map, and any disagreements between
radars with overlapping fields of view have to be resolved. The
missing sectors and dim areas of averaged radar data in Figure 3 are
the symptoms of frequent false negatives in the radar observations,
and we do not observe false positives on the same scale. Consider-
ing that the disagreement of two radars is more frequently caused
by one of them missing the precipitation than by false detection,
we use the maximum of two data points to aggregate them. Finally,
the radar observations are binarized. We use three binarization
thresholds: 0.08 mm/h for light rain, 0.5 mm/h for moderate and
2.5 mm/h for heavy rain.
Projection. Satellite images and radar observation are remapped
onto the same grid in the equirectangular projection. Since we deal
with satellite observation at rather oblique angles, and precipitation
can form at altitudes up to 2 km in the atmosphere, the parallax shift
of radar and satellite data can reach 3 pixels. In practice, estimating
the height of precipitation is tricky and we failed to produce a better
fit by accounting for the parallax.
Framerate conversion. Satellite and radar have different periods
of observation — satellite pictures are available every 15 minutes,
and radar images are available every 10 minutes. We use framerate
conversion, implemented through optical flow interpolation, to
match these data sources in time. We aim to match the temporal
resolution of the radar data in our service, so we have to convert
satellite data to the 10-minute timestep. However, the optical flow
cannot be computed directly over the satellite imagery, because
the images consist of at least two layers: the transient atmosphere
and the permanent underlying relief. We bypass this problem by
putting the precipitation detection step first, before the optical flow
step. The relief is not present on the precipitation detection results
and the optical flow can be computed directly.
We generate the missing image It between two adjacent anchor
images taken at the moments t0 and t1
It0 (r ) = aIt0 (r + bu01) + bIt1 (r + au10) (1)
where a = t1−tt1−t0 and b =
t−t0
t1−t0 are the coefficients dependent on
the time of the generated image and u01 and u10 are the forward
and backward optical flows, computed with the TV-L1 optical flow
algorithm [38] implemented in OpenCV [22].
Timeline adjustment. The Roshydromet radars record the times-
tamp when the scan ends, but the EUMETSATmarks the start of the
scan. The scanning of the globe is performed in a series of lateral
sweeps starting in the south, so the actual real time of observation
in one image varies with latitude, with northern latitudes observed
last. The combined discrepancy between two timestamps reaches
20 minutes. We have validated experimentally that this value corre-
sponds to the minimum discrepancy between the radar data and
the precipitation field reconstruction.
Additional features. We add several features to the satellite im-
agery to provide an additional signal. In our task, the combination
with NWP is a natural way to provide a full description of atmo-
spheric conditions, including physical properties of the atmosphere
that are not easily induced from the satellite imagery. We use Global
Forecast System (GFS) model [6] output to describe physical prop-
erties of the atmosphere. The forecasts of this model are produced 4
times a day with spatial resolution 0.25° × 0.25° and temporal inter-
vals of 3 hours. The following fields are picked fromGFS: convective
precipitation rate, cloud work function, cloud water, precipitable
water and convective potential energy on different levels. Aside
from GFS, we add two more features: the topography map and the
solar altitude.
4.2 Training
We use a variant of UNet architecture [25] as our main model for
the precipitation detection task. We have tested various numbers of
upsample/downsample blocks and found that 5 blocks (compared to
4 in the original paper) produces the best results on the validation
dataset. We use standard 3×3 convolutions, 2×2 poolings and batch
normalization [10] layers. The number of channels starts with 16
in the first block and is multiplied by two with each downsampling.
This relatively small number of channels compared to the original
architecture alleviates the overfitting problem, and allows to train
and evaluate the network faster.
The network is trained for 250000 iterations with the Adam
algorithm[15] and the initial learning rate of 10−4, which is dropped
by a factor of 10 after 200000 iterations. We have also observed
that addition of the Dice loss[30] to the usual binary cross-entropy
leads to better F1 scores for the converged model. We use the Keras
framework with the tensorflow[1] backend and horovod[26] for
multi-gpu learning.
Our service reports three levels of precipitation (light, medium
and heavy). We train our model to perform detection on these levels
simultaneously, so the network produces three output maps and
the binary classification loss is applied to each map independently.
Usually, precipitation estimation algorithms focus on solving the
problem separately for day, twilight, and night conditions. This split
is problematic for a machine learning approach in high-latitude
zones because the night is severely underrepresented during sum-
mer and the day is underrepresented during winter, hence it is quite
difficult to collect a balanced dataset. We chose to train a single
model and supply the solar altitude as an additional input feature.
As shown in Figure 4, the performance of our model drops at night,
but not substantially.
Overfitting is a particularly severe problem because of the limited
geographical area in our dataset. The network easily memorizes the
relief, which is clearly visible in some of the wavelengths even if it
is not supplied as a separate feature to the network, and uses it to
overfit on the ground truth labels supplied inside the fields of view
of the radars. Furthermore, the memorization of the correspondence
between geographical location and output labels incentivizes the
model to ignore the areas outside radar coverage, where the labels
are never supplied, and produce some constant output for these
areas. This scenario contradicts our main goal of expanding the
nowcasting beyond the radar coverage. We have tried a variety
of techniques to mitigate the overfitting problem, and the best
performance was achieved by training on relatively small data
crops (96x96 pixels).
A large number of channels in input data, which is not typical to
computer vision problems, slows down data loading. In conjunction
with the need for small crops, this problem leads to a specific data
loading pattern: we load a small batch of 5 multi-channel images
(with all additional features attached), and then crop each of them
10 times in random locations.
4.3 Metrics
In this section, we report various metrics of our precipitation detec-
tion algorithm. The usual classification accuracy is not informative
in our case because of the class imbalance problem. Our primary
metric is the F1 score, averaged across temporal and spatial dimen-
sions.
We compare the following approaches:
• UNet with GFS corresponds to the UNet architecture with
a full set of features, trained as described in Section 4.2.
• UNet w/o GFS is the same approach without GFS features.
• Pointwise is the neural network with two convolutional
layers with 1 × 1 convolution, equivalent to a perceptron
model applied pointwise. The GFS features are not used with
this model.
• PP and MPE are the physics-based algorithms described
in Section 3.1.
Considering that the PP and MPE algorithms are designed for
daylight conditions, we additionally report our metrics averaged
during the day, night, and twilight separately in Table 3, and plot
accuracy and F1 score as a function of local time in Figure 4. Our
approach consistently outperforms the physics-based methods in
time periods and metrics. In terms of F1 score, we do not observe
any underperformance of PP and MPE during the night. The gener-
ally poor results of these methods in our experiments are probably
caused by these algorithms being tuned for prediction of the con-
vective rainfall aggregated over prolonged time periods. These
conditions do not suit the requirements of our service and lead to
bad performance with our metrics.
The quality of the pointwise model is located between UNet and
physics-based approaches. Since it is trained on the radar data, this
model detects the same types of precipitation and performs well
during testing.
The superiority of UNet architecture over the pointwise model is
likely achieved by gathering information from the large receptive
field of the convolutional network. Precipitation reconstruction
does not require the same extent of multiscale data processing
as many popular semantic segmentation tasks, but the adjacent
locations in the atmosphere are interlinked and the large receptive
field is still beneficial for the precipitation detection algorithm.
Finally, we demonstrate how the addition of GFS features further
increases the F1 score of the UNet model.
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Figure 4: Measures of precipitation detection algorithms
over the day. Neural network and PP approaches produce
better results during the daylight, but the neural network
performs well even at night and consistently beats the
physics-based approaches.
Table 2: Comparison of the precipitation detection methods
with various metrics averaged over time.
method accuracy F1 score precision recall
MPE 0.92 0.21 0.28 0.17
PP 0.86 0.30 0.24 0.40
Pointwise 0.91 0.48 0.40 0.61
U-Net w/o GFS 0.94 0.56 0.64 0.50
U-Net with GFS 0.94 0.60 0.62 0.59
Table 3: Comparison of F1 scores of precipitation detection
methods during different time periods.
method day twilight night all
MPE 0.19 0.22 0.21 0.21
PP 0.32 0.31 0.27 0.30
Pointwise 0.54 0.48 0.41 0.48
U-Net w/o GFS 0.65 0.55 0.49 0.56
U-Net with GFS 0.67 0.60 0.54 0.60
5 NOWCASTING
When the reconstruction of the precipitation field in the area of
interest is finished, a separate algorithm is used to predict the fu-
ture precipitation fields based on several consecutive reconstructed
fields. We have two options for this algorithm: extrapolation with
optical flow used for the framerate in Section 4.1, and the convo-
lutional neural network, previously built in Yandex for radar data
prediction. Our network consists of a sequence of blocks (similar
to [28]), and each block models the process of extrapolation with
optical flow via a spatial transformer layer [12]. While the mecha-
nism of prediction with the neural network is intentionally similar,
the end-to-end learning on real data allows, at least in theory, to
surpass the performance of the simpler algorithm. Indeed, we have
found the neural network approach to be superior in the single
radar setting, but in our preliminary experiments, this success did
not transfer to the composited radar image and satellite data, as
shown in Figure 6. Although the optical flow approach is simpler
and does not require retraining the model with the introduction
of the new data source, we believe that neural nowcasting is still
promising, and should surpass simpler techniques when the neural
network architecture and training regime are properly tuned.
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Figure 6: Quality of precipitation prediction with optical
flow and the convolutional neural network. In our prelim-
inary experiments, the simpler optical flow approach pro-
vided slightly better predictions than the neural network.
6 POST-LAUNCH PERFORMANCE
While the satellite rain detection model was trained to fit the radar
fields, we could not be sure whether the satellite-derived maps
would be received well by our users. A/B testing could not be the
only technique used to evaluate the performance of our product,
since it was basically a new feature for several regions of Russia
and it could be well-received initially even if the quality of the
map was low. Therefore, we had to evaluate the performance of
the new precipitation map based on the data from ground stations.
The question of optimal metrics for a user-facing precipitation
prediction algorithm is still up for debate, but we had evidence that
our nowcasting product is highly popular and we aimed to recreate
the properties of the radar-based precipitation map using satellite
data. In particular, our radar data differs from our longer-term
forecasts that rely on our proprietary Meteum technology (based
on NWP models and machine learning technology)[2] in that it has
higher accuracy and lower systematic error rates ("precipitation
imbalance", measured as (FP−FN )/(TP+TN +FP+FN )) at the cost
of a lower F1 score when compared to the weather observations
reported by the ground stations. The same comparison strategy
was used to evaluate the performance of the new satellite-based
rain detection algorithm over the federal districts of Russia, and
(a) Satellite (b) Topography (c) Radars
(d) PP (e) MPE (f) UNet
Figure 5: Comparison of outputs of the precipitation detection algorithms. (a) The satellite view of the area. (b) Topographic
map. (c) Radar data, serving as ground truth. (d) Precipitation properties of the (PP) algorithm[24]. (e) Multi-sensor precipita-
tion estimate (MPE)[9], cut off for the high altitudes where the output of the algorithm is unreliable. (f) The neural network
output.
(a) Before: radars only (b) After: radars and satellite (c) Radars (blue round zones) and satellite cov-
erage over Russian Federal Districts
Figure 7: Comparison of the precipitation nowcasting coverage (a) before and (b) after the introduction of satellite imagery
(the service is available at https://yandex.com/weather/moscow/maps/nowcast). (c) Themapwith the federal districts of Russia.
New coverage is particularly important for the Ural and Siberian districts, while the Central and Volga districts are mostly
covered by radars.
has shown that while the accuracy of the satellite-based product is
lower than that of the radars, it is still better than the traditional
forecast, with precipitation imbalance and F1 scores similar to those
for radars (Figure 8).We should note that the radar located in Siberia
was used only for verification of the approach at this stage; its data
was not included in the training dataset. So this comparison allows
evaluating the precipitation detection quality in regions without
radar observation.
This result has proven the success of the new rain map. In ad-
dition, A/B testing on Yandex.Weather users has shown a statisti-
cally significant increase in DAU in areas where the rain map was
Figure 8: Satellite, radar and Meteum rain detection metrics. Scores for satellites and Meteum are provided over the full terri-
tory of the satellite-based weather map, and for radars over the radar-covered areas. The gap at the beginning of November
was caused by satellite spacecraft malfunction. Federal districts and the coverage area are shown on Figure 7c.
previously mostly unavailable (namely, Siberia and Ural regions),
justifying its roll-out in late September.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We have designed, implemented and launched the precipitation
nowcasting system, based on two sources of data: observations of
ground-based radars and imagery from geostationary satellites. We
use advanced machine learning algorithms and take into account
the physical properties of the atmosphere and ground surface, based
on NWPmodels. Incorporation of satellite data allows us to provide
nowcasting for territories that are not covered by ground-based
radars, with quality similar to a traditional radar-based nowcast.
Currently, we limit our system to the region centered on Eu-
ropean Russia in the Meteosat-8 field of view. Compared to our
previous solution (Figure 7), we extended our potential audience
from approximately 70 million to 300 million people (this evaluation
is based on coverage area and population density). Our approach
can be extended to the rest of Meteosat-8 area coverage. Scaling the
technology to other geostationary satellites with similar measure-
ment systems, such as Himawari and GOES, creates an opportunity
to provide global precipitation nowcasting and alerting services all
over the world. However, we expect that the difference between
weather patterns across geographical regions will require us to
retrain our detection model and adjust the set of input features.
One of the problems we encountered is the occurrence of a
sharp edge between the radar and satellite data. The stationary
edge on the weather map confuses users and shows that more
sophisticated data fusion is needed. We have experimented with an
image blending approach which erases the conflicting observations
along the border and then inpaints the missing part [11].
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